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New York Delegation at Dominican Senate

The New York State Delegation has concluded its Second Trip to the Dominican Republic

with resounding success, enhancing the bonds of cooperation and friendship between the

two nations. The visit, led by New York State Senator Luis Sepúlveda and Dominican

Republic Senator Alexis Victoria Yeb, marked a milestone in bolstering bilateral relations and

continuing the fruitful collaboration between the legislative bodies of both territories. 

https://www.nysenate.gov/issues/dominican-republic


During the mission, the delegation had the honor of an official meeting with the President of

the Dominican Republic, Luis Abinader. This pivotal dialogue addressed matters of mutual

interest and solidified collaboration in strategic areas. Additionally, the delegation engaged

in productive meetings with officials from the Dominican government and leaders of the

Dominican Congress, headed by Senate President Ricardo de los Santos. 

The fundamental purpose of the journey was to deepen cooperation between the two

nations and strengthen institutional ties. The discussions encompassed areas of mutual

interest such as education, the economy, and legislation. The presence of a diverse

delegation, including elected officials, government representatives, community leaders, and

experts across various fields, enriched the exchange of knowledge and perspectives. 

Senator Luis Sepúlveda expressed his gratitude to all participants for their dedication and

commitment to the mission. "This journey represents a significant step in the relationship

between our legislative body and the Dominican Republic. Strengthened cooperation will

facilitate sustained growth in our bilateral relations," stated Senator Sepúlveda. 

This Second Delegation to the Dominican Republic solidifies its role as a pivotal catalyst in

deepening bilateral ties. The achievements and commitments established during this

mission will lay the foundation for fruitful collaboration in areas of mutual interest,

benefiting citizens of both nations and fortifying the institutional relationship between the

senates of New York and the Dominican Republic. 


